
 

 

 

 
January 29, 2024           
              
To, 
BSE Limited, 
2nd Floor,  P. J. Towers,  
Dalal Street, Mumbai - 400 001 
 
Sub : Disclosure under Regulation 30 Of SEBI (Listing Obligations And Disclosure Requirements), 

Regulations, 2015 
Ref: DroneAcharya Aerial Innovations Limited (Scrip Code: 543713; Security ID: DRONACHRYA) 
 
DroneAcharya Aerial Innovations Limited is pleased to announce a significant milestone with the 
acquisition of a notable order from Tata Community Initiatives Trust. The order entails providing 
cutting-edge Geographic Information System (GIS) training for Drones or Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles (UAV) to 15 individuals in Bengaluru, spanning a comprehensive 35 effective hours. 
 
This development underscores the growing awareness and emphasis on honing skills through 
specialized training in GIS and UAV technologies. The training program, designed to empower 
participants with expertise in the integration of GIS with drone applications, holds great 
importance in fostering a skilled workforce for the evolving technological landscape. 
 
As part of the scope of work, DroneAcharya commits to facilitating job placements for all 
candidates upon successful completion of the training. “This strategic initiative not only addresses 
the increasing demand for skilled professionals in the GIS and UAV sectors but also aligns with our 
commitment to contributing to the growth and development of the workforce”, adds Mr. Prateek 
Srivastava, Founder and Managing Director of DroneAcharya Aerial Innovations Limited.  
 
The collaboration with Tata Community Initiatives Trust is a testament to DroneAcharya's 
commitment to excellence and innovation in the field of aerial technologies. This order reinforces 
our position as a leading provider of comprehensive training solutions and highlights our 
dedication to shaping a workforce that is well-equipped to meet the challenges of the dynamic 
GIS and drone industry. 
 
This work order is the second order bagged by DroneAcharya from TCIT for training and capacity 
building. previously DroneAcharya had conducted DGCA certified drone pilot training for 
candidates and ensured 100% job placement for all candidates.  
 
DroneAcharya Aerial Innovations Limited looks forward to delivering high-quality training and 
making a positive impact on the careers of those participating in this program. We remain focused 
on our mission to push the boundaries of aerial innovation while contributing to the development 
of skilled professionals in emerging technology domains 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 
We request you to kindly take note of the same. 
 
Thanking you, 

Yours faithfully, 

For DroneAcharya Aerial Innovations Limited 

 
 
 
Harshal J Kher 
Company Secretary and Compliance Officer 
ACS 69147 
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